Introduction and Background

The 9th REHVA World Congress will offer scientists, industry, building owners, consultants, engineers, architects and policy-makers a platform for the exchange of scientific knowledge and technical solutions.

The special congress theme is wellbeing of people indoors. The congress will cover all aspects of HVAC technology including building automation in all types of buildings.

The Congress is co-organised by:
FINVAC – The Finnish Association of HVAC Societies; Finnish Association of Mechanical Building Services Industries (FAMBSI):

Scopes and Main Topics

The WellBeing Indoors - Clima 2007 congress and web service open a global window to the scientific knowledge and innovative applications of building services. The focus is on improving wellbeing in buildings in a sustainable manner by applying the latest research results and technical innovations into practise.

In order to maintain clear focus during the week, the sessions on the same main topic will be grouped into 2-3 day sub-conferences

- Ventilation and IAQ
- Heating and cooling systems
- Water and waste systems
- Building automation and EM Systems
ROOMVENT 2007 “Productive Room Environments” will be organized in conjunction with Clima 2007.

The scope of the Congress is HVAC and its applications in creating wellbeing in indoor environments in an environmentally sustainable manner in all types of buildings.

Specific congress themes:
- Energy performance of building
- Energy efficient heating and cooling systems
- Ventilation
- Indoor environment, health and productivity
- Ecological domestic water and waste systems
- Building energy management systems
- ICT and intelligent buildings

Congress Format

The Congress will begin on Sunday afternoon with an Opening Ceremony combining top-level international scientific presentations with highlights from Finnish culture. The technical program will run from Monday to Thursday morning followed by a Closing Session with Farewell Coffee on Thursday afternoon. There will be a Conference Buffet Dinner on Wednesday evening. The technical programme will contain:
- Keynote sessions with eminent speakers from the academic community and the HVAC industry.
- Scientific sessions with full technical papers and oral and poster presentations on recent research results.
- Practical sessions with short technical communications and poster presentations on practical applications of HVAC technology.
- Pre-planned REHVA-workshops on concurrent problems and international possibilities for solving them.

The program will also contain opportunities for enjoying Finnish culture and tourism in pre- and post-congress tours.


An exhibition will be arranged in conjunction with the conference.

Additional Information

More information on Clima 2007 in Helsinki, Finland:
www.clima2007.org
www.rehva.com

Clima 2007 Conference
C/o FiSIAQ
P.O. Box 25
FIN-02131 Espoo, Finland
Phone: +358 9 4355 560
Fax: +358 9 4355 5655
Email: info@clima2007.org